
Jedermensch Cup 2024 

1. First of all, register at the counter. If you have already registered online for the Jedermensch Cup, have your 
booking confirmation ready. If you take part spontaneously, you must pay the entry fee and we need a signature 
from you that you will adhere to our hall rules and boulder on your own responsibility. 

2. Qualification boulders are distributed throughout the hall. Plaisir-Boulder, Extrem-Boulder and the Jedermensch-
Boulder. Plaisir and Extreme are the two categories of the Jedermensch Cup. Jedermensch boulders belong to 
both categories. If you are still unsure which category you should register for, then try some of the Jedermensch 
boulders. If you manage to top 7 or more Jedermensch boulders, then definitely register in the Extrem category. 
You can do this in the TopLogger app. We reserve the right to exclude participants from the Plaisir final if they 
boulder at Extrem level but register for Plaisir. 

3. You then have time to try your qualifying boulders until 5 pm. Start with your hands at the start markings; you 
may only continue when your feet have left the ground and you have established a stable starting position. A 
zone counts if it is held with one hand in a controlled manner, a top if it is held with both hands in a controlled 
manner. 

4. Enter your completed zones and tops in the TopLogger app. Each zone and each top gives you 1000 points 
divided by the number of people who have also completed it. A successful flash gives you 10% extra points. 

I. Download the TopLogger app or use the web app. 

 

II. Create an account if you don't already have one. 

III. Select ELYS Boulderloft as your current gym. 

IV. Under “Competitions” you can either join “Jedermensch Cup 2024 - Plaisir” or “Jedermemsch Cup 2024 - 
Extrem”. 

V. Enter everything by 5.05 pm so that your points are counted for the final ranking. 

5. It is only possible to reach the finals if the boulders have been logged in the TopLogger app in time. 

6. If you don't always have your cell phone with you or don't have internet in the hall, you can write down your 
results by hand on your scorecard first and enter them later on the tablets in the bistro. The scorecard also serves 
as a ticket for the raffle at 6 pm. To participate, you must put your name (readable) in the lottery pot at the 
counter by 5:30 pm at the latest. Prizes can only be won by persons present at the raffle. 

7. The finals will take place after a changeover break at 18:30 at the competition wall. First the finals for women* 
and men* in the Plaisir category and then women* and men* in the Extrem category. 

8. If you need help, please speak to one of our employees in the red ELYS Boulderloft T-shirt.


